SUS Social Committee Meeting

Date: Thursday, October 27, 2016
Time: 5:30PM
Location: Abdul Ladha Rm 103

Attendence:
- Alex Lee
- Andrea Ngai
- Simona Yip
- Jocelyn
- Elaine Lam
- Mario Bayubaskoro
- Vicki Cheng
- Tiffany Alim
- Karen Lin
- Tess Osborne
- Imayan

Regrets:
- Joey Fu
- Leo Huang

Call to order: 5:31PM
- Icebreakers and introductions
Updates:

➢ Side Activity (Tess):
→ Decorating Ladha with leaves that have stuff written on it
→ Eat stuff
→ Photo Booth (backdrop with fall decoration)
→ Pumpkin painting
→ Can Bowling (paint cans like fall theme)

Andrea: Another activity could be monopoly and other board games. (big Pictionary, charades, and other group events)
Simona: Board games can be expensive to rent.
Imayan: We could do mingle activity instead, along with having board games allowing people to interact better with new people.

➢ Food:
→ Homemade cookies
→ Popcorn
→ Apple candy bar
→ Water
→ Hot chocolate

Alex: Homemade cookies? Where can we decorate and how?
Andrea: We could do a ‘decorate your own candy apple’
Simona: Pumpkin decoration?
Food final decision: Decorate candy apples.
Alex: We have paint and board games available. What date should we have the board game night?

Harvest board game night:
Date: November 10\textsuperscript{th}, 2016
Time: 5:00 to 7:30
Location: Ladha

➢ Gala (Imayan)
→ Style: Cocktail formal – Blue and white theme
→ Navy blue and for science/thunderbird
→ Coin gift
→ Tall cocktail tables
→ Canapes range from $25-$37/12
→ After party
→ Keynote Speaker: Santa ono?
Simona: Does the great hall allow outside catering?
Alex: Cannot be catered by outside places.
Imayan: I believe they can.
Alex: Let’s look into it

Jocelyn: The theme for Sci week is childhood cartoons. One cartoon is assigned to each day. Any suggestions?
Vicki: Incorporate winter wonderland? It is an easy theme to follow.
Imayan: We could have an award show like kids choice award.
Jocelyn: As a final night? Yes.
Imayan: To avoid clash of colours we could make it very simplistic and incorporate colours of cartoons.
Jocelyn: We could have cotton candy incorporating the colours of cartoon
Karen: Can you elaborate on the coin thing?
Imayan: It is like a gift (a coin) that would be given, it would be a very classy gift following the theme.
Alex: Can you check the base price for AMS catering?
Mario: I was under the impression that it was supposed to be classy? Wouldn’t incorporating cartoons be bad?
Alex: Do just decorations:
Jocelyn: Make them subtle decorations.
Imayan: Talked to Joey, and having actual alcohol would be a huge selling point. However we don’t want a 19+ event. Having an after party could solve that issue. Plan an after party at the pit?
Mario: Another point is possibly inviting musicians for live music? UBC Musicians initiative à invite people to play for the gala (Mario will look into this)

For next week:
Harvest
- Schedule of event
- Supplies and costs
- When first year exams are?
Gala
- Bands
- Pit
- How to incorporate awards and sci week
- AMS catering

Meeting adjourned at: 6:13PM

Sameera Gumma
Social Committee Secretary